DISAPPEARING SNOW DISCLOSING PHENOMENAL SURFACE SHOWINGS AT CAMP OF HIGH GRADE

ENTERS ERA OF SYSTEMATIC PROSPECTING WORK


Special to Daily Mining Record.

Fort Bidwell, Cal., June 1—The roads to the camp of High Grade from Fort Bidwell are now open and the greater portion of the district accessible. A number of roads for heavy traffic and now the long-looked for era has when everybody can travel into the district without traveling

The passing of the snow and the baring of the surface of the golden hills of High Grade, will in the opinion of the best informed authorities on the camp, be the means of creating a veritable craze among the newcomers, and the consequent report of rich discoveries will be the signal for the big stampede, which is to be a record breaker in the history of new gold camps.
RUSH IS ON TO HIGH GRADE

The Stampede of Gold Seekers Into the New Gold Camp Means That They Must Have Accommodations in the Town of High Grade, and It Can Only Mean That Town Lots Must Be Bought for the Purpose of Furnishing Those Accommodations. Demand Makes Prices. Buy High Grade Town Lots Now and You Will Have the Satisfaction of Seeing the Demand Send Up Prices and Make You Extraordinary Profits.

HIGH GRADE TOWN LOTS SOLD WHILE THE SNOW WAS DEEP ON THE GROUND AND THEY WILL SELL HIGHER NOW THAT THE TIME IS NEARING FOR BUILDING OPERATIONS.

THE HISTORY OF CRIPPLE CREEK AND GOLDFIELD WILL BE REPEATED IN HIGH GRADE

The town of High Grade will be the mining metropolis and the business center of the High Grade gold mining district. It is situated right in the hills and among the mines—among the richest mines yet discovered in High Grade. This townsite is on patented ground of the Modoc Mines company; it is flat; picturesque, and it is the logical and most ideal location for the big town of a big camp. High Grade should become to this district what Cripple Creek is to the big Colorado Gold camp, what Butte is to the great Montana Copper district, what Leadville is to the camp among the clouds; what Goldfield is to the rich gold producer in southern Nevada. The townsite of High Grade adjoins the fabulous Sunshine mine; it adjoins the rich Last Dollar mine; it is right slap up against the big working shaft of the Modoc Mines company; it is the center of the rich discoveries in High Grade. High Grade will be LA-
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"THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT THERE IS GOLD AT HIGH GRADE, THE PRINCIPAL PROPERTY THERE AT PRESENT BEING THAT OF THE FORT BIDWELL CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY, WHICH HAS A TEN-STAMP MILL. THE CAMP WILL PROBABLY DEVELOP OTHER GOOD MINES."—Statement by W. H. Storms, State Mineralogist of California.

THIS REPRESENTS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO GET INTO THE VERY BEST IN THE CAMP OF HIGH GRADE AT SPECIAL AND MOST ADVANTAGEOUS TERMS.

THE FORTHCOMING BOOM WILL UNQUESTIONABLY SEE SHARP ADVANCES, THE FIRST EFFECT OF WHICH WILL BE FELT BY THE VERY BEST CLASS OF SECURITIES. ACT.

Canyon view of once active High Grade mining area near Fort Bidwell
RUSH IS ON TO HIGH GRADE

The Stampede of Gold Seekers Into the New Gold Camp Means That They Must Have Accommodations in the Town of High Grade, and It Can Only Mean That Town Lots Must Be Bought for the Purpose of Furnishing These Accommodations. Demand Makes Prices. Buy High Grade Town Lots Now and You Will Have the Satisfaction of Seeing the Demand Send Up Prices and Make You Extraordinary Profits.

HIGH GRADE TOWN lots SOLD while the snow was deep on the ground and they will sell higher now that the time is nearing for building operations.

THE HISTORY OF CRIPPLE CREEK and Goldfield will be repeated in High Grade

The town of High Grade will be the mining metropolis and the business center of the High Grade gold mining district. It is situated right in the hills and among the mines—among the richest mines yet discovered in High Grade. This townsite is on patented ground of the Modoc Mines company; it is flat; picturesque, and it is the logical and most ideal location for the big town of a big camp. High Grade should become to this district what Cripple Creek is to the big Colorado Gold camp, what Butte is to the great Montana copper district, what Leadville is to the camp among the clouds, what Goldfield is to the rich gold producer in southern Nevada. The townsite of High Grade adjoins the fabulous Sunshine mine; it adjoins the rich Last Dollar mine; it is right slap up against the big working shaft of the Modoc Mines company; it is the center of the rich discoveries in High Grade. High Grade will be the Golden City in the richest section of the greatest gold camp since Cripple Creek; right among the High Grade bonanzas. There is going to be a record breaking rush into High Grade. Town lots will be in big demand for buildings to accommodate the thousands and thousands who will be in High Grade this summer. The best investment today is a High Grade town lot. Buy all you can and watch their values go soaring to the skies.

HIGH GRADE TOWN lots are advancing

You can buy lots now from $150 to $600. Business lots should ultimately sell into five figures. Best locations will early command $1,000. Some holders now would not sell for this price. Biggest speculative opportunity since Cripple Creek. Present offering subject to withdrawal without notice. Absolute title given with each lot. Make your selection early. High Grade Town Lots are advancing. Prices should double in a few weeks. Buy High Grade Town Lots.